COMMUNITY-ONLY SUBSCRIPTIONS

COMMUNITY-ONLY PRICING (Nonmembers of INFORMS)

PERSONAL INFORMATION

First Name

Last Name

Job Title

Address

City

State

Zip/Postal Code

Country

Phone Number

Email Address

SOCITIES

☐ Analytics $60

☐ Applied Probability $15

☐ Computing $20

☐ Decision Analysis (includes online journal) $45

☐ Decision Analysis Journal (print version) $10

☐ Data Mining Regular/Student Nonmember $15

☐ Health Applications $30

☐ Information Systems $30

☐ Manufacturing and Service Operations Management $40

☐ Healthcare Operations

☐ Interface between Finance, Operations, & Risk Mgmt.

☐ Technology, Innovation, and Entrepreneurship

☐ Marketing Science $40

☐ Military and Security $45

OPTIMIZATION

☐ Computational Opt. Software $10

☐ Global Optimization

☐ Integer & Discrete Optimization

☐ Linear & Conic Optimization

☐ Network Optimization

☐ Nonlinear Optimization

☐ Opt. Under Uncertainty

☐ Simulation $20

☐ Transportation Science & Logistics $30

☐ Air Transportation

☐ Facility Logistics

☐ Freight Transportation & Logistics

☐ Intelligent Transportation Systems

☐ Urban Transportation

SECTIONs (Continued)

☐ eBusiness $20

☐ Energy, Natural Resources and the Environment (ENRE) $25

☐ Finance $21

☐ Group Decision and Negotiation $19

☐ Location Analysis $20

☐ Multiple Criteria Decision Making $10

☐ Organization Science $30

☐ Public Sector O.R. $25

☐ Quality, Statistics, and Reliability $24

☐ Railway Applications Regular Nonmember $30

☐ Student Nonmember $15

☐ Revenue Management & Pricing Regular Nonmember $20

☐ Student Nonmember $10

☐ Service Science $35

☐ Social Media Analytics $15

☐ SpORts $38

☐ Strategy Science $30

☐ Technology, Innovation Management & Entrepreneurship $25

☐ Telecommunications & Network Analytics $20

☐ The Practice Section $30

FORA

☐ Junior Faculty Interest Group Forum $30

☐ Military Veterans Interest Forum $10

☐ Minority Issues Forum $25

☐ Forum for Women in OR/MS $15

CHAPTERs (Limit 5)

☐ Boston $15

☐ Chicago $20

☐ Cincinnati/Dayton $20

☐ Dallas/Fort Worth $15

☐ Deep South $10

☐ Houston $10

☐ Korea $0

☐ New York Metro $20

☐ Pacific Northwest $20

☐ Philadelphia $15

☐ Pittsburgh $15

☐ Poland $0

☐ Richmond/Tidewater $15

☐ Rocky Mountain $15

☐ South Florida $7.50

☐ Southeastern $6

☐ Southeastern Michigan $0

☐ Taiwan $0

☐ Washington, DC $30

PAYMENT INFORMATION

☐ Check Enclosed (Payable to INFORMS and drawn on U.S. bank in U.S. dollars)

☐ Credit Card Payment (Please contact INFORMS directly at 443-757-3500)